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Abstract: 

This study intends to distinguish the verbal conduct qualities of Islamic college 

students with the utilization of Facebook to decide the personality frames that 

become a portrayal of their language angles. Subjective strategy was applied to 

dispassionately portray the social practices, and the differing issues and goals of 
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phonetic elements that are created and deciphered in these talks. The datum was 

acquired, by utilizing content examination and perception, from the talks of students 

at State Islamic University Imam Bonjol as Facebook status posts and remarks 

written in Facebook gatherings. The investigation was directed based on Norman 

Fairclough's CDA. The results proved that undergraduate’s language contain a few 

qualities that show up as abbreviations, and the inclusion of components of 

unknown dialects for the most part overwhelmed by elements of Arabic. It was 

additionally found that the status and remarks of the students zeroed in on five 

prevailing issues: strict, college, individual, social and social, and public issues. It 

was presumed that situational, institutional, and social settings affected the students' 

creation of specific talk on Facebook. Elements, issues, and talk setting 

distinguished through language utilized by the students had become one of 

numerous ways of perceiving an Islamic college understudy. This capacity to 

distinguish a specific understudy is because of the language utilized as a mechanism 

of correspondence to give space to students to make, and straightforwardly or in a 

roundabout way give broad datum about the character of the speakers. 

Keywords: critical discourse analysis, social media, verbal behaviour, cultural 

identity, facebook 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The fast advancement of innovation in Indonesia has produced another internet 

based space for human life. This virtual space also known as internet based domain 

based via web-based entertainment stages like Instagram, Facebook, and LinkedIn. 

These stages are intended to make and keep up with social profiles of their clients, 

notwithstanding a virtual informal organization (Kietzmann et al., 2011; Pietiläinen 

et al., 2009). The ascent of the internet has drawn in light of a legitimate concern for 

most college undergraduates, along with the undergraduates of State Islamic 

University Imam Bonjol Padang (herein after called UIN IB undergraduates). It 

tends to be immovably expressed that the internet has turned into the second domain 

for various college undergraduates across the globe. 

Various studies show that college undergraduates will quite often articulate their 

thoughts and impart their thoughts all the more uninhibitedly on the grounds that 

there are no truly socially forced limits to overlay their minds (Fox & Moreland, 

2015; Kabilan et al., 2010; Omar et al., 2012; Parveen et al., 2015; Yunus & Salehi, 

2012). Subsequently, researches of language utilized by college undergraduates isn't 

just pertinent with the language utilized in reality, yet moreover with the language 

utilized in the internet. The peculiarity of online media as a reason for successful 

language use by the youthful Indonesian age, particularly in the midst of the 
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development of "alay language" (a sort of Indonesian shopdiscourse), has spread 

generally as a local area language (Ismail et al., 2014; Prasanti & Indriani, 2017; 

Ubaidillah, 2016). Likewise, the help of refined innovation has prompted the 

undergraduates encountering an exceptionally fast change being used of language 

varieties in the entirety of its structures. Accordingly, etymologists additionally 

consider this quick change in the utilization of language minor departure from 

online entertainment to be something suitable, and, surprisingly, a need, considering 

that review results generally show an expansion in the quantity of web clients, 

particularly in Indonesia (H. Lim, 2007; M. Lim, 2005). 

Prior investigations from 2012 had shown that web clients in Indonesia arrived at in 

excess of 63 million, with a 300% expansion in the accompanying five years. This 

present circumstance was additionally built up with 29 million individuals getting to 

the web on their cell phones as a mark of the efficiency level of the clients around 

then (Boyd and Ellison, 2007; Elphinston and Noller, 2011; Nadkarni and Hofmann, 

2012). This dramatic development proceeded to where presently there are over 

175.4 million web clients in Indonesia. Datum from April 2012 further expressed 

that the quantity of the interpersonal organization clients in Indonesia was likewise 

very significant with no less than 44.6 million Facebook clients and 19.5 million 

Twitter clients. As indicated by the consequences of a new overview directed by the 

Indonesian Internet Network Organizing Association (APJII), notwithstanding the 

mass of web clients as referenced above, there are currently over 153.4 million 

Indonesians Facebook clients who are constantly associated with the web 

(Anugerah & Indriani, 2018; Daihani, 2017; Djanggih et al., 2018; Fahlevi et al., 

2019; Fraenkel & Wallen, 2008; Rosmia & Suziani, 2019; Susilo & Putranto, 2018). 

The need of, and the connection to online entertainment by Indonesian college 

undergraduates as clients have noticeably expanded throughout the course of recent 

years. This 'need of' and 'connection to' web-based entertainment can be laid out 

from the presence of a few web-based gatherings or networks of college 

undergraduates (Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Elphinston & Noller, 2011; Nadkarni & 

Hofmann, 2012). Other than being on the whole dynamic in these web-based 

entertainment gatherings, the undergraduates are likewise independently dynamic, 

as proven by their web-based entertainment notices and remarks. Such 

advancements in online entertainment use and presence by the Indonesian college 

undergraduates absolutely altogether affects their language use. The language 

utilized in reality — the disconnected world — is for the most part recognized by 

verbal and nonverbal language signs (e.g., non-verbal communication, looks, vocal 

prompts) that manifest through spoken structure, and certain shows in composed 

structure, while the language utilized in the internet using web-based entertainment 

and sites has an alternate arrangement of language shows, culture, and style. 

Thusly, language use, both in reality and in the internet, can portray the character of 

the speaker as well as the exercises of the language client, both straightforwardly 
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and in a roundabout way, and mirror their social societies (Herring, 2004). Relevant 

studies affirmed that language isn't just the media to start social relations, yet in 

addition a media to illuminate its speakers and audience members (Kaplan and 

Haenlein, 2010; Kress, 2003). Aman and Mustafa agreed that language isn't just 

utilized for of correspondence yet additionally to represent the idea and mental self 

view of the speaker (Aman & Mustaffa, 2006). Exactly the same thing was 

expressed by different analysts who underscored that the language utilized both in 

reality and in the virtual world might well portray the personality of the client 

(Baron, 2005; Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Campbell & Candidate, 2010). Language is 

seen as a social peculiarity and, along these lines, must be made sense of by 

concentrating on it as a 'sociocultural peculiarity' (Kovacevic et al., 2018). 

That assertion shows that language and culture may not be completely different 

elements. In 2001, Gee expressed that language, as an image framework, can't be 

isolated from social standards and values since language is made and utilized by 

individuals who have those very standards and values (Gee, 2001). This idea that 

standards, values, and language are the fundamental parts of culture, and that these 

standards and values are not independent from language, but rather anyway are 

shaped through language, has been reaffirmed throughout the course of recent many 

years (Andersen & Taylor, 2007; Castles, 2003). In this equivalent setting, the 

action of the Indonesian college undergraduates refreshing their virtual 

entertainment status, and remarking on the condition of online entertainment, 

subsequently, turns into a sociocultural peculiarity, as well as being a language 

peculiarity. With another meaning, language is considered as an at the same time 

friendly and social practice (Fairclough, 2002). 

It has been seen that the verbal way of behaving with the day to day features, 

general discussion, and, surprisingly, the discussions of college undergraduates are 

frequently related to virtual entertainment. To start with, the verbal way of behaving 

of college undergraduates in the internet is not viewed as simple individual way of 

behaving, yet rather as aggregate way of behaving (part of the grounds local area). 

Also, the language utilized in online entertainment is all the more immediately 

gotten to and spread. It is unequivocally this captivating sociocultural peculiarity of 

verbal way of behaving in discourse of college undergraduates via web-based 

entertainment that this study wants to investigate. This concentrate thusly expects to 

recognize the attributes of verbal way of behaving and decide the tendency of what 

issues are particularly raised via online entertainment by UIN IB undergraduates. 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Analysis of Socio-Cultural Practices in CDA Fairclough 

In his contention, Fairclough (2002, 2003, 2010, 2013) states that discourse 

investigation comprises three aspects: text; discourse practice; and socio-social 

practice. Text, as a microlinguistics aspect, is connected with phonetic, morphology, 
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syntax, and semantics. Discourse practice connected with the course of language 

creation and significance multiplication. Language creation is the most common way 

of addressing the creator's contemplations and sentiments through a language code 

or known as the method involved in delivering the message. Multiplication of 

significance is the utilization of text, to be specific how the peruser as a discourse 

accomplice comprehends the text delivered by the creator or known as the course of 

translation. In the interim, sociocultural practices manage settings outside the text, in 

particular: situational; institutional; and social (Fairclough, 2013; Fairclough, 2013a, 

2013b). 

Investigation of socio-social practices will make sense of why discourse essayists 

compose such discourses (Fairclough, 2010; Fairclough, 2003). The investigation of 

socio-social practices is done to make sense of issues or social cycles concealed in 

discourse through its logic with literary and discourse rehearses. The investigation of 

social practice alludes to various degrees of social association, in particular the 

setting of the circumstance, the setting of organizations, and the social setting or 

expansive social setting (Fairclough, 2010; Fairclough, 2010; 2012; 2018).). 

Accordingly, during the time spent dissecting social discourse, analysts need to 

distinguish and make sense of the reasons for social practice and its relationship to 

social and social designs concealed in the discourse, like social change, esteem 

frameworks, datum, connections, and character, belief system, or culture (Puckett, 

2013; Scherbak, 2018). 

2.2 Facebook Users Interaction as a Discourse Practice on Social Media  

As of late, web-based entertainment has definitely changed the blueprint of the 

broad communications scene (Bouvier, 2015; Bouvier & Machin, 2018; Paulussen 

& Harder, 2014). The primary character of web-based entertainment permitting the 

clients to associate unbounded has brought forth another culture called "new media". 

In this new culture, datum shared through virtual entertainment becomes challenging 

to control and check (Hermida, 2012; Picard, 2014). The language structure 

becomes liquid, where the guide of force relations among makers and shoppers of 

discourse likewise becomes hard to peruse (Bouvier, 2015; Bouvier & Machin, 

2018). This peculiarity is developing quickly alongside the gigantic improvement of 

web innovation. Virtual entertainment didn't take long to turn into a famous stage for 

articulation (Michele Zappavigna, 2012). Different types of discourse are dispersed 

in different existing highlights and stages and become another test for basic 

discourse investigation. 

The presence of Facebook as an online entertainment that interfaces an individual 

with others despite the fact that they don't meet up close and personal in reality can't 

be denied. Facebook is turning into another correspondence pattern where 

individuals can complete their need to associate with others and offer datum to one 

another through its offices or elements (McEwan et al., 2014; Van Dam & Van De 

Velden, 2015; Wilson et al., 2012). Facebook offices free its clients to frame a 
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virtual local area, which can be utilized to examine different things. These people 

groups have a place with virtual networks that emerge from the requirement for a 

similar gathering vision to trade thoughts through the internet (Baborska-Narozny et 

al., 2016; Carradini, 2018; Lee et al., 2014). 

The virtual networks made on Facebook are generally shaped for the reasons for 

conversation gatherings or as portrayals of help for specific societies. The virtual 

local area is important for a human culture or human gathering which is a gathering 

of different people who are interrelated in different activities (Karaoglan Yilmaz, 

2019; Lee & Suzuki, 2020). These activities incorporate countless exercises that are 

acted in every individual's life as they face one another and as they manage the 

circumstances they confronted (Kok et al., 2015; Peeters & Pretorius, 2020). 

Whenever an individual cooperates with one another inside the structure of social 

connections that make specific examples, they will create different sorts of thoughts 

and contemplations that they can impart to other people. They share thoughts and 

trade thoughts regarding their exercises, perspectives, values, and convictions, they 

make a culture (Akhunjonov et al., 2016). 

3.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

A qualitative methodology was used with this concentrate related to Fairclough's 

basic discourse analysis worldview as an investigation apparatus to uncover the 

attributes of verbal way of behaving and social practices that cross-over 

undergraduates' verbal way of behaving via online entertainment (Fairclough, 2002). 

Around 1,214 instant messages found both in bunch accounts and in 27 individual 

records of the sources, adding up to 400 exchanges were set as the corpus of 

exploration. These 400 exchanges comprised of 32 gathering account and 368 

individual record discussions. The corpus, an assortment of composed messages, 

with the end goal of this study were posted messages taken from the status segments 

of every understudy's Facebook landing page and profile page. As indicated by 

Aijimer, Altenberg, Kennedy, and Tagg, using a corpus based research technique it 

is one of the speedy methods for depicting how a language functions (Aijmer and 

Altenberg, 2014; Kennedy, 2014; Tagg, 2009). In this review, the datum 

consequently is composed language as lingual units, i.e., words, expressions, 

conditions, and sentences in the types of situations with remarks via web-based 

entertainment assembled from records of the undergraduates who are enlisted with 

the Imam Bonjol Padang Facebook gathering and who effectively update and 

intelligently compose their analyses. 

Research datum for this study was gathered using documentation, observation, and 

opened interview. The documentation was utilized to gather segment datum 

connected with the choice of sources. The specialists moreover rehearsed plentiful 

clear and intelligent note taking methods during the gathering of exploration datum. 

The investigation was done by applying a Critical Linguistic methodology using 
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Fairclough's Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) structure (Fairclough, 2002). The 

examination system was performed by decreasing the functioning strides to plan the 

social practices and their structures in the verbal way of behaving of the 

undergraduates. 

4.  FINDINGS  

4.1. Verbal behavior characteristics of Islamic university undergraduates 

The qualities of the verbal way of behaving are proposed as language propensities of 

the Islamic college undergraduates that are recognized through language codes and 

words utilized by the undergraduates in putting themselves out there or imparting 

their thoughts in internet-based media. The word structure was deciphered as the 

consequence of the development completed by Islamic college undergraduates as 

language clients. In contrast, the language code was the component or lexeme that 

undergraduates used to communicate or convey their thoughts. 

The results showed that the development of the word structure completed by the 

undergraduates was in the changing of the entire structure to a condensed structure 

or an abbreviation. There are five examples of abbreviations which showed up in the 

datum, for example (a) propagating a piece of a lexeme, (b) eliminating vowel or 

consonant phonemes, (c) changing a few phonemes, (d) utilizing numbers rather 

than words, and (e) shortening words as abbreviations. The initial four examples 

were found in virtually all discourse that was utilized as the corpus, while the fifth 

example just infrequently showed up. 

 

Propagating a portion of a lexeme 

In the underlying example referenced over, a condensing, or an abbreviated type of a 

word, is shaped by different methods, for example (1) maintenance of lexical letters, 

(2) maintenance of the start and end of the lexeme, and (3) maintenance of lexeme 
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consonant phonemes. The condensing shaped from these three styles isn't went with 

or finished with a period or 'full stop'. 

Maintenance of lexical unit is a shortening design by keeping up with the underlying 

letter in certain word. The maintenance of the phonemes of a lexeme was just 

performed for words built by a couple of syllables. This maintenance implies that the 

phonemic maintenance design toward the start of the lexeme doesn't make a 

difference to words that have multiple syllables. Furthermore, the maintenance 

toward the start and end of the lexeme is a shortening design performed by keeping 

up with the underlying and last letters of the word. Among the undergraduates, the 

maintenance of the first and last phonemes of a lexeme was just performed for words 

built by a couple of syllables. This maintenance implies that the phonemic 

maintenance design toward the start and the finish of the lexeme doesn't make a 

difference to expressions of multiple syllables, very much like the example of lexical 

letters above. Meanwhile, the maintenance of all consonant phonemes is expected as 

a type of shortening built by utilizing every single consonant phoneme and 

dissolving any vocal phonemes of the relating lexeme. Dissimilar to the past two 

phonemic recovery techniques that were simply applied to lexemes developed by a 

couple of syllables, this phoneme maintenance strategy was additionally applied to a 

lexeme worked by more than one syllable. 

Also, the type of contractions propagating through all consonant phonemes was done 

on a lexeme, which was shaped by more than two (three and four) syllables. The 

shortened structure was then built from lexeme {sekarang-now}, while the abridged 

structure [drpd] was developed from lexeme {daripada-rather than}. The 

development of phoneme maintenance by the three techniques above shows that 

there is a contrast between the curtailed structure built by the undergraduates, and 

the commonness of the truncated morphological cycle, particularly the lexeme area. 

The distinction can be noticed assuming that it alludes to the order of types of 

maintenance. That's what this intends albeit the constraint of the type of maintenance 

is something very similar, the shortening system that sustains one piece of the 

development of the truncated structure with the maintenance of the lexeme part done 

by the undergraduates isn't equivalent to the hypothesis. 

Eliminating vowel or consonant phonemes 

Via online entertainment the undergraduates frequently utilize an example of 

shortened forms by eliminating vowel or consonant phonemes. This is on the 

grounds that the shortening method is simple and should be possible on most words. 

There are four types of eliminating vowel and consonant phonemes found in the 

web-based entertainment discourse among the UIN IB undergraduates. These four 

structures are: (1) eliminating consonant or vowel phonemes toward the start, (2) 

eliminating consonant or vowel phonemes in the center, (3) eliminating phoneme 

followed by adding phonemes, and (4) eliminating phoneme toward the end. 
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Eliminating consonant or vowel phonemes toward the start of the lexeme can be a 

first word or syllable exclusion. In the morphological interaction, eliminating a 

phoneme toward the start of the lexeme is called 'apheresis', which is eliminating the 

underlying letter or the underlying term of the word. Apheresis was most frequently 

utilized by the undergraduates in building discourses. Eliminating the vowel or 

consonant phonemes in the center place of the lexeme, or 'syncope' (Indria et al., 

2017), is generally applied to the vowel situated in the first or second syllable. 

Eliminating a phoneme in the lexeme is one of the standard cycles of shaping 

contractions. This example of eliminating the vowel or consonant phonemes in the 

center place of the lexeme is regularly found in undergraduates' discourse via web-

based entertainment since the method for developing this sort of shortened form is 

normal. 

Eliminating phonemes followed by adding phonemes is just utilized on well-known 

lexemes, however, this shortening structure is typically finished by eliminating at 

least one phonemes and transforming it into the phoneme that has comparable 

articulation. The phoneme expulsion and change prompt the developed word to be 

more limited. The datum show that the third example found in the understudy 

discourse is built by (1) killing the lexeme segment and adding new components in 

the curtailed structure all things being equal and (2) eliminating a few pieces of the 

lexeme and adding new components rather than one of the missing components. The 

part that, first and foremost, is discarded is promptly supplanted by the developed 

shortening. In like manner, this shortening technique additionally applies to words 

developed of two syllables. Also, two sections are overlooked, however, just a single 

piece is supplanted. The part that had been eliminated could be a syllable or a 

phoneme. 

Eliminating a phoneme toward the finish of the lexeme could be a vowel exclusion 

in the last syllable or a consonant oversight toward the finish of the word. 

Eliminating a phoneme toward the finish of the lexeme is called 'apocope'. It implies 

that the shortening design follows the example that is normal in discourse occasions. 

Albeit this shortening design is commonplace, this example is seldom found in the 

undergraduates' discourses. As such, albeit the fourth example of eliminating a 

phoneme toward the end is remarkable, it is as yet utilized. Notwithstanding the four 

types of the eliminating phonemes referenced over, the Islamic University 

undergraduates likewise fluctuate vowel or consonant phonemes in a similar 

discourse, both in the underlying, center, and last places of exchange. Eliminating 

examples can be found in different ways in a single discourse. 

The datum above showed that UIN IB undergraduates utilized different eliminating 

designs in shaping shortenings. The variety is done per the verbal way of behaving 

of the undergraduates. In addition, by utilizing a word that goes through an 

interaction like the ones over, the impression will be acquired that the discussion in 
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the situations with generally a non-formal, hence the undergraduates won't zero in 

totally on exactness. 

Utilizing numbers rather than of words  

Numbers is used in shortenings is planned to supplant part of a word or a complete 

word, either as syllables or fundamental words picked in light of sound similarity 

with the word or part of the word it replaces. In view of the datum, numbers as 

shortenings can be deciphered as rehashed components, the idea of the assertion, or 

as a feature of the comparing word. Honestly, every model will be depicted beneath. 

To begin with, numbers are utilized to communicate components that are rehashed, 

e.g., number 2 is utilized as an image that the components that have been rehashed 

so they become entire words, either as a base word, as an effect, or as a rehashed 

word. In view of the above datum, it very well may be seen that the number two (2) 

is utilized to (1) form a rehashed word or syllable and (2) form a fundamental word 

flawless. 

Abbreviations 

The datum show that the abbreviations utilized by the undergraduates via virtual 

entertainment are not regularly abbreviations perceived by the overall population. 

This implies that the type of abbreviations found isn't standard abbreviations, albeit 

the undergraduates are utilizing a similar strategy which is to shape shortened forms 

by sustaining one piece of the syllabic part and joining it with other syllabic parts. 

Assuming we contrast this example and the development example of the past 

contractions, the shortening as abbreviations incorporates an example that isn't in 

many cases utilized by Islamic college undergraduates. 

Abbreviations are short structures that emerge because of commonsense and quick 

language needs. Additionally, the utilization of this short structure is because of the 

rereligioused characters accessible with online media stages utilized by the 

undergraduates. As such, the capacity to diminish the quantities of accessible person 

likewise sets off the undergraduates to build words into truncations and 

abbreviations. 

Language code 

As a rule, the Minangkabau language code or Indonesian language codes are utilized 

by the undergraduates via web-based entertainment. In the subsequent discourse, the 

language code is frequently utilized at the same time, even in inconsistent extents. 

By the by, the datum shows that the undergraduates likewise embed unfamiliar 

components in the discourse, both as words, expressions, and provisions, which can 

likewise be viewed as in the degree of discourse. The addition of words, phrases, 

and unfamiliar component provisos were done by most individuals from the local 

area. The addition on standard shows that undergraduates will generally blend and 

switch code via virtual entertainment. 
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The utilization of components of an unknown dialect inside a host language isn't 

considered as a misstep or a deviation since web-based entertainment is more 

utilized as non-formal social association. The inclusion of an unfamiliar word is 

deliberately or for explicit reasons done by the speaker. Particularly on the off 

chance that the insertion is connected with the assortment of understudy foundations 

from social, social, territorial, ethnic, instructive, and semantic perspectives, the 

addition of unfamiliar components is almost certain. Consequently, embedding 

unfamiliar words from individual dialects is frequently utilized by the social climate 

of the undergraduates. The addition of unfamiliar components in online 

entertainment is partitioned into two sorts, i.e., the inclusion of provincial 

jargon/tongue and addition of unknown dialect jargon. The outcomes showed that 

the inclusion of the neighborhood language jargon utilized by undergraduates was 

the Jakarta lingo jargon, while the unknown dialect jargon utilized by the 

undergraduates was either English jargon or Arabic jargon. 

The utilization of the Jakarta lingo jargon in regular discourse is boundless among 

youngsters today as found via virtual entertainment. The undergraduates fondle 

more to-date on the off chance that they embed the Jakarta vernacular in their 

discourse, despite the fact that the clients inside the local area are not all from 

Jakarta. Following the jargon of the Jakarta lingo, the English jargon is the following 

most frequently utilized by the undergraduates. The addition of English jargon is 

utilized as notoriety, as well as planned to show their erudition of the English 

language. Albeit the thoughts introduced can be set up utilizing Indonesian jargon or 

other territorial dialects, routine utilization of unfamiliar jargon is trying to take out. 

The client's discourseing disposition has set English jargon as something that should 

be utilized. Furthermore, some utilization English jargon as a logical interest. 

Words are in many cases utilized in different structures as a "bless your heart" 

explanation, for example, tq, much appreciated, thanks so a lot, thanks without a 

doubt, and Thankz U. Exactly the same thing occurred with the word love, which is 

no more abnormal to understudy discourse and is utilized in different expressions, 

like [Fall in Love]. Additionally, different terms that are important for informal 

communication exercises have likewise become piece of the language of the 

undergraduates, for example, download, discourseing, refreshing. Needs or spoken 

interests cause the utilization of components of English. Be that as it may, at times, 

the inclusion of a component of English is additionally because of distinction. 

Islamic college undergraduates feel renowned assuming they utilize English in their 

discourse while likewise showing their scholarly capacity of a subsequent language. 

Albeit the jargon above can be supplanted with standard Indonesian, the propensity 

for utilizing unfamiliar jargon has been trying to dispose of, and has become 

something that can't be stayed away from. 

The inclusion of Arabic jargon in the discourse of Islamic college undergraduates 

isn't equivalent to the addition of the two past dialects. The Arabic jargon utilized by 
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undergraduates is overwhelmed by assimilation components that are regularly 

utilized in Indonesian, for example, astaghfirullah, alhamdulillah, and 

assalamualaikum. This strategy implies that Arabic jargon is insignificant by the 

undergraduates in creating discourse as well as English jargon and Betawi Malay 

tongue jargon. The words [shaarih] and [raajih] in the datum (78) above have the 

specific identical in Indonesian and Minangkabau dialects. The word [shaarih] 

implies/clear/or/jaleh/, while [raajih] implies areas of strength for///kuaik/. Assuming 

the author utilized the word [jelas] or [jaleh] and [kuat] or [kuaik], then, at that point, 

the essayist felt that it isn't in accordance with the issue of discourse. Without a 

doubt, the feeling of language is the watchman of the selection of words among the 

undergraduates. So is the situation with the words [akhey] and [uhtey] who have 

changed letters. The two words were utilized when the status essayist expressed 

"SaLam UKHUWA ISLAMIYAH...". It implies that the proper hello words to be 

joined with the good tidings are the Arabic hello. 

4.2.  Reflections on Social practices in verbal behavior of Islamic university 

undergraduates in social media 

Layered investigation of social practice is centered around the clarification as a 

social interaction taken cover behind the discourse of Islamic college 

undergraduates. The social interaction, for this situation, is centered around 

undergraduates' characters reflected through the subject of discourse. Here, the 

investigation is centered around the relationship of language creation with the 

situational, institutional, and social setting or wide social setting so it very well may 

be made sense of why the discourse author picks the point for their status. The 

examination of coming up next is contexed in the scientific system proposed by 

Fairclough (2002). 

The datum of the review show that 400 discourses which were utilized as a corpus of 

exploration uncovered different issues and goals that fluctuated. The assortment of 

issues can be seen through themes brought up in the situation with the 

undergraduates, while the assortment of goals can be seen through the messages 

contained in every status composed by undergraduates. These datum will direct the 

social practices taken cover behind the discourse created by the undergraduates. The 

arising issues of 400 discourses can be ordered into five classifications: (a) religious 

issues, (b) Islamic university issues, (c) private matters, and (d) public issues. The 

five classifications are arranged in light of the strength of each issue found inside the 

understudy situations with. 
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Religious issues 

Religious issues rule the situation with Islamic college undergraduates, particularly 

in bunch accounts. This issue additionally rules the singular online entertainment 

records of most male undergraduates. This implies that men's web-based 

entertainment status shows more religious issues than ladies' online entertainment 

status, both in bunch records and individual records. Religious issues are delivered 

by showing different points, specifically headscarves, ladies and privates, the 

nobility of a lady, ladies and paradise, the existence of the Prophet, love of the 

messenger, dear mother, seven days dedication of Uje's demise, arrangement to bite 

the dust, paradise, the quintessence of fellowship, courteous way of behaving and 

expression of remorse, Friday supplication, affiliation and gift of Allah, perfect 

partner as an arrangement of Allah, the way to bliss, aqidah, and datum and 

confidence. These points are written in an assortment of styles as per the interaction 

and reason for delivering the text so the local area can duplicate each issue. 

The religious issues that frequently become issues of religious discourse are perfect 

partner, hijab, niqab, and the custom of Muslims. Perfect partner issues are delivered 

by spreading others' texts. This issue was scattered to welcome the local area to act 

similarly that the creator planned. Along these lines, this discourse capacities as 

influence. The issue of headscarves is broadly created by the undergraduates in both 

gathering records and individual records. Like the mating issue over, the issue of 

headscarves is delivered to be a discourse of influence to welcome the local area to 

act as per what the creator needs. 

The creator delivers the issue of Balimau. This issue was written to communicate the 

contention to the local area that the custom was not known in Islam and was not 

honored by Allah. Dissimilar to the issue of dating and veiling over, this discourse is 

more contentious than powerful. Creating status by dispersing texts in Islamic 

discourse by undergraduates is additionally indivisible from their unique situation or 

way of life as the undergraduates. As found in the datum over, the decision of the 
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subject "Confidence and Science concordance" is proper to their circumstances and 

job as the undergraduates who need to furnish themselves with datum as well as 

Faith. The utilization of language like this, as said by etymologists, can be ordered 

for of social control. This sort of status attempts to open the personalities of its per 

users (other Islamic college undergraduates) to reflect, gain new perspectives, stand 

firm on the messages, stories, discourses or teaching conveyed 

Islamic university issues 

This class covers all sides connected with grounds. Discourses in this class are 

created in view of datum needs, as well as communicating goals and articulating 

their thoughts as a component of the Islamic college family. To be sure, the issue 

connected with the Islamic college delivered on different subjects, including grounds 

networks, grounds associations, grounds local area exercises, grounds conditions, 

and the climate around the grounds. 

Private matters 

Datum shows that private matters are more predominant in Islamic college 

undergraduates' records than in bunch accounts. Issues that are created in bunch 

accounts are more to lay out a kinship, uncover exercises, and datum needs, while on 

private records more to self-articulation, beginning from the apparent, expected, to 

the dreaded. 

Public issues 

Public issues are not typically found in numerous Islamic college undergraduates' 

records neither in bunch accounts nor in private records. Public issues delivered are 

simply connected with public pioneers and public occasions. These issues are 

delivered by spreading discourses that have recently been distributed by different 

media and afterward disseminated to the local area. In view of the subjects of the 

discourse issues delivered by the undergraduates above, it tends to be focused on 

that the situational, institutional, and social setting comprehensively impacts the 

creation cycle of understudy discourse. Those impacts can be seen through the 

selection of subjects of discourse. 

The impact of situational settings shows up in all issue classifications. In any case, 

this setting has more to do with private matters, which are signs of self-articulation. 

The impact of this setting on religious, grounds, social, and public issues is more 

famous and has turned into a hot issue around then. The impact of institutional 

setting shows up in the classification of grounds issues. The impact can be seen 

through the discourse components created by the undergraduates, including the 

decision of jargon and the themes raised by the creator. In this association, it tends to 

be underscored that jargon and points that are the selection of undergraduates are 

natural, and none of the discourses veer off from institutional qualities. 
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The impact of wide social setting emerges through the selection of words utilized by 

the college undergraduates. The datum shows that the undergraduates are not simply 

blended in code or exchanging codes with formal language codes (Indonesian, 

English, and Arabic) and predominant social language codes, but at the same time 

are affected by contemporary social codes known as Alay. This finding shows that 

wide social impacts are more prevailing on the verbal way of behaving of the 

undergraduates via virtual entertainment. By and by, the discourse of the Islamic 

college undergraduates via online entertainment keeps on mirroring their way of life 

as the undergraduates, and, surprisingly, the foundation of their establishments and 

associations can be recognized. This is because of the language utilized as a medium 

to give space to clients to make and straightforwardly or by implication give broad 

datum about the character of the speaker. This theory is in accordance with the 

assessment, which expresses that an individual's character marker will be 

progressively noticeable through composition. 

5.  DISCUSSION 

In light of the subject of discourse issues created by UIN IB undergraduates, it was 

found that the expansive situational, institutional, and sociocultural settings have 

impacted the course of understudy discourse creation. As such, the choice of points 

at undergraduates discourse production level mirrors the effect of sociocultural 

practices. Fairclough expressed that socio cultural practices decide the development 

of texts through the intercession of discourse rehearses (Fairclough, 2002). In light 

of the contention, it is proposed that the impact of situational, institutional, and 

sociocultural settings are reflected in the decision of discourse points. 

Fairclough referenced that the impact of situational settings shows up in totally 

given classes, including religious, grounds, individual movement, public activity, 

and ethnicity (Fairclough, 2002). Of this large number of issues, the impression of 

the situational setting is more clear in private matters, which is the consequence of 

the indications of self-articulation. The impact of situational setting on different 

issues i.e., religious, social, and identity are more pervasive to answer different 

peculiarities that are well known around then. The situational setting of UIN IB 

undergraduates as young people or early grown-ups who concentrate in school, and 

are away from their folks brings forth private subjects like expanding tasks, 

understudy association exercises nearby, and others. Such discourse rehearses mirror 

the character of UIN IB undergraduates as scholarly and scholarly individuals. 

Moreover, the degree of personality reflected in the act of the still up in the air by 

the profundity and broadness of the discourse raised by the singular understudy 

concerned. 

Fairclough likewise referenced that the impact of institutional settings shows up 

generally in the class of grounds and religious issues (Fairclough, 2002). The 

impacts can be seen through the discourse components created by UIN IB 
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undergraduates, including jargon decisions and themes raised. The decision of 

amiable jargon in condemning grounds conditions and welcoming different 

undergraduates to partake in different extracurricular exercises mirror the Islamic 

qualities , which are the soul of UIN IB undergraduates and other Islamic colleges 

overall. The subject of discourse around grounds, which is more overwhelmed by 

Islamic viewpoints and contentions, additionally mirrors the presence of solid 

institutional impact in different discourses created by UIN IB undergraduates. The 

character of the Islamic foundation is progressively seen when UIN IB 

undergraduates attempt to show their clout in answering genuine religious issues. 

The hypothesizes of the Qur'an and of the Hadith are generally utilized as a premise 

in building a contention. By focusing on the institutional impact, it tends to be 

focused on that the jargon and themes picked by State Islamic University of UIN IB 

undergraduates are normal and show even relations between UIN IB undergraduates 

makers of discourse and the upsides of the establishments in which they take cover. 

The impact of a wide sociocultural setting emerges through the selection of words 

utilized by UIN IB undergraduates (Fairclough, 2002). The datum shows that UIN 

IB undergraduates not just blend codes or switch codes with formal language codes 

(Indonesian, English, and Arabic) as well as predominant social language codes, but 

on the other hand are affected by contemporary social codes known as Bahasa Alay 

(young person shopdiscourse). This finding shows that the impact of expansive 

culture is more prevailing on the verbal way of behaving of the undergraduates in 

the internet. All things being equal, the discourse of UIN IB undergraduates on 

Facebook actually mirrors their ways of life as Islamic undergraduates and can 

likewise be recognized as the foundation of their establishments and associations. 

This is brought about by the language utilized as a medium giving space to its 

clients to be imaginative and straightforwardly or by implication giving broad datum 

about the speaker's personality. This theory is in accordance with the assessment of 

who expressed that an individual's personality marker would be progressively 

noticeable through composition. 

In contrast with research by Hyland, and that of McCarthy, it is obvious that the 

language conduct of Facebook clients' mirrors their character or the mental self view 

of the speaker (Hyland, 2002; Kietzmann et al., 2011). In this review, language 

conduct is appeared through word decisions, issue decisions, and language codes 

utilized. 

6.  CONCLUSION 

As per the aftereffects of this examination and of the conversation above, it tends to 

be presumed that the verbal way of behaving of the Islamic college undergraduates 

has their language qualities, as well as utilizing normal language structures. The 

datum show that the down to earth and quick language needs, as well as the religious 

person of online media, have made the undergraduates build truncations and 

abbreviations. 
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Notwithstanding the development of truncations and abbreviations, the language 

attributes of the undergraduates can likewise be distinguished through the language 

code utilized. The datum demonstrate that the neighborhood language code and 

Indonesian language code are many times utilized by the undergraduates, albeit not 

in a similar extent. Additionally, the undergraduates embed unfamiliar components 

in their discourse, both as words, expressions, and statements. The religious sum 

found is additionally in the degree of discourse. The addition of words, phrases, and 

unfamiliar component provisions were completed by practically all individuals from 

the local area. The datum shows that the unknown dialects utilized by the 

undergraduates are English and Arabic jargon. The datum additionally shows that 

the inclusion of the nearby language jargon utilized by the undergraduates is the 

jargon of the Jakarta lingo. 

In view of discourse issues created by the undergraduates, it is known that the 

situational, institutional, and social setting comprehensively impacts the creation 

cycle of understudy discourse. The impact of situational settings showed up in all 

issue classes, particularly those that were famous, and which became hot issues 

around then. The impact of institutional setting shows up in the class of grounds 

gives that can be seen through the discourse components delivered by the 

undergraduates, including jargon decisions and themes raised. The impact of a wide 

social setting doesn't just goal an inclination to blend code or switch code with 

formal language codes (Indonesian, English, and Arabic) and the predominant social 

language code but at the same time is affected by contemporary social codes known 

as Alay. This finding shows that wide social impacts are more predominant on the 

verbal way of behaving of the undergraduates via web-based entertainment. In this 

specific situation, discourse actually mirrors its way of life as the undergraduates, 

and it might in fact obviously recognize the foundation of their establishment and 

association. 
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